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Derived datatypes can be used with any MPI communication model (point-to-point, one-sided, collective) and give
the library implementation possibilities that are difﬁcult
to exploit at the application level, for instance pipelining
large data volumes and directly exploiting hardware features
for, e.g., strided communication. In the best case, explicit
and intermediate copies can be avoided altogether, leading
to so-called zero-copy implementations [2], [3]. Run-time
processing of derived datatypes has been studied intensively
in the MPI community (see [4]–[6] for recent examples and
references), and MPI library implementers have invested
considerable effort in making derived datatypes effcient
enough to be used in real applications [7].
In this paper we study an orthogonal aspect of derived
datatypes, and will be concerned with the space required to
represent derived datatypes. This is important for minimizing
storage used by derived datatypes (important also when
transmitting derived datatype descriptions as may be required in MPI one-sided communication), as well as for their
efﬁcient processing. Derived datatypes can be represented
by trees (or more generally, directed acyclic graphs) of constructor nodes that capture the regularities in the data layout
described by the derived datatype. The natural question is to
ask for a most concise such tree representation of the given
layout for some set of allowed constructor nodes, e.g., those
found in MPI [1, Chapter 4]. Conciseness measures the total
space required for the tree in the form of offsets, repetition
counts, strides, and so on, and lower bounds the processing
time since all this information has to be looked up when
processing the derived datatype and accessing the data. In
the MPI community, this problem has been referred to as the
type reconstruction problem [8]. A closely related problem,
called type normalization, asks for a most concise tree
describing the same layout as some given derived datatype
tree. The performance impact of optimal derived datatype
descriptions can be signiﬁcant (see Section II), and both
problems are eventually important for very high-quality MPI
libraries, and would be as well in other parallel interfaces
or languages supporting communication of structured, nonconsecutive data. Ideally, a compiler would be able to
perform both reconstruction and normalization of data layout

Abstract—The derived datatype mechanism is a powerful,
integral feature of the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) for
communicating arbitrarily structured, possibly non-consecutive
and non-homogeneous application data. MPI deﬁnes a set of
derived datatype constructors of increasing generality, which
allows to describe arbitrary data layouts in a reasonably
compact fashion. The constructors may be applied recursively,
leading to tree-like representations of the application data
layouts. Efﬁcient derived datatype representations are required
for MPI implementations to efﬁciently access and process
structured application data. We study the problem of ﬁnding
tree-like representations of MPI derived datatypes that are
optimal in terms of space and processing cost.
More precisely, we consider the so-called MPI T YPE T REE
R ECONSTRUCTION P ROBLEM of determining a least-cost treelike representation of a given data layout for a given set
of constructors. In an additive cost model that accounts
for the space consumption of the constructors and lowerbounds the processing costs, we show that the problem can
be solved in polynomial time for the full set of MPI datatype
constructors. Our algorithm uses dynamic programming and
requires the solution of a series of shortest path problems on
an incrementally built, directed, acyclic graph.
Keywords-MPI, derived datatypes, type reconstruction, dynamic programming

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Message-Passing Interface (MPI) [1] is a paradigm
example of a parallel communication interface with a
generic mechanism for describing non-consecutive and nonhomogeneous application data to allow the implementation to communicate such data efﬁciently. These so-called
derived datatypes provide application programmers with
means for specifying application data layouts (e.g., submatrices, diagonals and columns) and delegating the actual data
accesses to the MPI library implementation. Provided the library handles derived datatypes well, this is potentially more
portable than hand-written, application and system speciﬁc
code for copying, packing and unpacking non-consecutive,
structured data before and after communication operations.
This work was co-funded by the European Commission through the
EPiGRAM project (grant agreement no. 610598), and by the Austrian
Science Fund (FWF) project P26696. Robert Ganian is also afﬁliated with
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descriptions given more or less explicitly by the application
programmer with the constructs available in the parallel
language [4], [5].
Our main, new result is to show that the type reconstruction problem of ﬁnding a most concise datatype tree
describing a given data layout can be solved in polynomial
time for the full set of MPI derived datatype constructors.
Speciﬁcally, we give an algorithm that ﬁnds an optimally
concise type tree for any given sequence of displacement/basetype pairs (a so-called MPI type map) of length n
in O(n4 ) operations. Prior to this paper there has been
little systematic work on this problem. MPI libraries have
typically employed straight-forward heuristics for derived
datatype normalization (see [4], [5], [9]–[11] for explicit
descriptions), but with no guarantees of optimality. The
problems were ﬁrst formalized in [8], and results for restricted sets of constructors (essentially leaving out the
MPI_Type_create_struct constructor) for both reconstruction and normalization were given in [6], [12].
The paper is structured as follows. We deﬁne our set
of constructors and precisely formulate the type reconstruction problem in Section III. Our main result is given
in Section IV, which describes our dynamic programming
algorithm for type reconstruction, proves correctness and
establishes the complexity bound. In Section V we discuss
how the problem changes when type trees can be folded into
DAGs. Section VI deals brieﬂy with the type normalization
problem. Concluding remarks are given in Section VII.

(a) OpenMPI

(b) NEC MPI

Figure 1: Ping-pong performance of different derived
datatypes describing the same, given data layout.
different nodes1 . With both MPI implementations, execution times are roughly equal for INDEXED_BLOCK_TYPE
and INDEXED_TYPE, indicating that the ﬁrst datatype
is normalized by both libraries. A simple heuristic sufﬁces to detect that the ﬁrst 1000 elements listed explicitly
by INDEXED_BLOCK_TYPE are in fact contiguous. With
STRUCT_VEC_TYPE, execution times drop to around one
half and to two thirds, respectively. The normalization
heuristics performed by these MPI libraries therefore do not
sufﬁce to obtain the much more efﬁcient description of the
data layout. The STRUCT_VEC_TYPE datatype is in fact an
optimal description of the given data layout in our model.
III. T HE TYPE RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM
An MPI type map is an ordered sequence of relative
(integer) displacements, each indexing a certain basic, predeﬁned datatype (integer, char, ﬂoating point number, etc.)
relative to some base address [1, Section 4.1]. Formally,
a type map M = (B, D) consists of a sequence of base
types (the type signature) B = b0 , b1 , . . . , bn−1  plus a
sequence of displacements D = d0 , d1 , . . . , dn−1 . Both
the base types B[i] = bi and displacements D[i] = di
are indexed from 0 to n − 1, where n is the length of the
type map. The base types correspond to elementary, builtin data types of the host language and are represented with
MPI’s predeﬁned datatypes [1, p. 25]. The displacements
are arbitrary integers, and the same displacement can appear
more than once (although this will normally not be the case,
and is disallowed for some uses of derived data types).
Thinking of displacements as (byte) addresses, clearly any
application data layout can be described by a type map. The
ordering constraint (displacement sequence, not displacement set) implies that data are accessed in a speciﬁc order,
which is important for data layouts used in communication
operations. Type maps typically have structure in the form of
regularities, since they arise from speciﬁc applications. This

II. T YPE NORMALIZATION PERFORMANCE BENEFITS
We give a simple example that illustrates both the
potential performance beneﬁts of good derived datatype
representations as well as shortcomings of current MPI
library implementations. Assume an n × n integer matrix
(in row-major order), of which we want to communicate
the elements of the ﬁrst row followed by the elements
of the ﬁrst column. This data layout can be described
with different MPI derived datatype constructors. Using
MPI_Type_create_indexed_block, all of the 2n−1
base type/displacement pairs must be listed explicitly. With
MPI_Type_indexed the row elements can be described
more compactly as a single, contiguous block, but the
column elements must still be listed one-by-one. Using
MPI_Type_create_struct, the row data is described
in the same way, but MPI_Type_vector can be used as
a sub-type to describe the column data as a strided layout.
We measure the performance of these three different derived datatypes, called INDEXED_BLOCK_TYPE,
INDEXED_TYPE and STRUCT_VEC_TYPE respectively,
in a simple ping-pong benchmark with a matrix of order
n = 1000. Fig. 1 shows the mean execution time with
the 95% conﬁdence intervals with two MPI processes at

1 Benchmarking was done on a small, 36-node cluster at TU Wien, each
node consisting of two AMD Opteron 6134 processors (2.3 GHz, 8 cores)
and 32GB of memory. The code was compiled with gcc 4.4.7 and
tested with NEC MPI 1.3.1 and OpenMPI 1.8.4 libraries. The experiment
was repeated 100 times for each derived datatype and MPI library.
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idx(2n, 0, 4, . . . , 4(n − 1), 4n, . . . , 4(n − 1)n)

can be exploited to obtain more concise descriptions. We do
this by type trees, where interior constructor nodes describe
some ordered catenation of the layout(s) described by the
child node(s). We consider the following set of constructors
onto which MPI’s derived datatype constructors can easily
be mapped.

leaf(MPI_INT)
(a) Trivial representation (corresponds to INDEXED_BLOCK_TYPE) lists all base type/displacement pairs and requires O(n)
memory.

Deﬁnition 1 (Type constructors, type trees). A type tree is
constructed from the following ﬁve constructor nodes:
1) A leaf leaf(b) represents the base type b with displacement 0.
2) A (homogeneous) vector vec(c, s, L) with count c and
stride s describes the catenation of c type maps L at
relative displacements 0, s, 2s, . . . , (c − 1)s.
3) A (homogeneous) index idx(c, i0 , i1 , . . . , ic−1 , L)
with count c and indices i0 , i1 , . . . , ic−1 describes the
catenation of c type maps L at relative displacements
i0 , i1 , . . . , ic−1 .
4) An indexed bucket, idxbuc(c, s, i0 , i1 , . . . ic−1 , a0 ,
a1 , . . . ac−1 , L), with bucket count c, substride s and
bucket sizes a0 , a1 . . . , ac−1 , describes the catenation
of c type maps at relative indices i0 , i1 , . . . ic−1 . The
i-th type map is the catenation of ai type maps L at
relative displacements 0, s, 2s, . . . (ai − 1)s.
5) A heterogeneous index, or struct, struc(c, i0 , i1 , . . . ,
ic−1 , L0 , L1 , . . . , Lc−1 ), with count c describes the
catenation of c type maps L0 , L1 , . . . , Lc−1 at relative
displacements i0 , i1 , . . . , ic−1 .

struc(2, 0, 4n)

vec(n, 1)

vec(n, n)

leaf(MPI_INT)

leaf(MPI_INT)

(b) Optimal representation (corresponds to STRUCT_VEC_TYPE)
exploits regular, strided structure of column data. Requires constant
memory.

Figure 2: The data layout assumed in Section II (elements of
the ﬁrst row and ﬁrst column of an n × n matrix of integer
values) is formally described by a type map of length 2n−1
with all base types being int and displacements D = 0, 4,
8, . . . , 4(n − 1), 4n, 8n, . . . , 4n(n − 1) (assuming 4 Byte
integers). Two possible type tree representations are shown.
and the length of this sequence need to be stored. The
MPI_Type_indexed constructor, which corresponds to
our idxbuc constructor, stores also a repetition count for
each index. It allows to represent data layouts of irregularly
strided blocks more concisely. The most expressive, arbitrary
branching constructor struc can express the catenation of a
sequence of possibly different, smaller layouts each starting
at an arbitrary displacement. This is the only constructor
with more than one sub-type. In contrast to the similar MPI
constructor MPI_Type_create_struct, which has also
a repetition count for each sub-type, our struc constructor
saves this extra sequence. If a sub-type is indeed a repetition
of some even smaller sub-type, this information is part of the
sub-type and not of the struc node itself. The constructors
increase in generality and storage cost: an idx node is a struc
node where all sub-types are equal, and therefore does not
need to store a sequence of sub-types; a vec node is an
idx node with regularly strided displacements, which can be
computed from a single scalar instead of an explicit index
sequence.
A type tree represents a type map that can be obtained
by an ordered traversal of the type tree. This process
is called ﬂattening and is captured by the algorithm in
Listing 1, which sufﬁces for our purposes here (there are
better ways of doing ﬂattening, e.g., [13]). The converse is
not true: any type map has inﬁnitely many possible type
tree representations. Note that the length of the type map

Assume for example a type map consisting of 3 consecutively stored characters, i.e., a type map L = (char,
char, char, 0, 1, 2). Using L as a sub-type for an idx
constructor together with count c = 3 and displacements
4, 10, −10 creates the type map (char, . . ., 4, 5, 6, 10,
11, 12, −10, −9, −8), i.e., the idx constructor concatenates
c replications of L at displacements 4, 10 and −10. Given a
type map M with displacement sequence 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and
all base types being integers, M can be described by idx(1,
3, vec(5, 2, leaf(MPI_INT))). A more involved example is
shown in Fig. 2. Note that any type map (B, D) of length
n can trivially be represented as struc(n, D, B).
It can easily be seen that each of the MPI derived datatype
constructors (for contiguous, vector, index, indexed bucket
and structured data layouts) [1, Chapter 4] is expressible
by the constructors of Deﬁnition 1, and that the mapping is
almost one-to-one. For instance, the MPI_Type_vector
constructor denotes a layout consisting of a strided sequence
of blocks, each being a strided sequence of some base
type b. This is expressed as vec(c, s, vec(a, e, b)) where
c is the number of blocks, s their stride, a the number
of elements in each block, and e the stride used within
each block. The idx constructor corresponds to MPI_Type_create_indexed_block and makes it possible
to express the repetition of the same layout at some given
displacements; for this only the sequence of start indices
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Listing 1: Flattening procedure deﬁning the type map
represented by a given type tree T .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Listing 2: A possible structure for representing idxbuc
nodes in type trees or DAGs.

Function Flatten(T, base)
switch T.kind do
case leaf
/* leaf, base type */
output T.b, base;

1

case vec
/* vector */
for i ← 0; i < T.c; i++ do
Flatten (T.S, base + i · T.s);

5

case idx
/* index */
for i ← 0; i < T.c; i++ do
Flatten (T.S, base + T.ix[i]);

9

2
3
4
6
7
8

case struc /* heterogeneous index */
for i ← 0; i < T.c; i++ do
Flatten (T.S[i], base + T.ix[i]);

MPI T YPE T REE R ECONSTRUCTION P ROBLEM
Instance: A type map M of length n.
Task: Find a least-cost (or optimal) type tree T
representing M ; that is, cost(T ) ≤ cost(T  ) for any
tree T  representing M .

described by a type tree T can be arbitrarily larger than the
number of nodes in T .
By the conciseness of a type tree we mean the space taken
by the representation. This is constant for vec and leaf nodes
and proportional to the length of the index, bucket size and
type sequences for the other constructors. Processing costs
are related to conciseness: The concise vec constructor that
describes a strided repetition of a sub-type can often be handled by strided memory-copy or communication operations.
Constructors with sequences of displacements, bucket sizes
or sub-types need at least a traversal of the corresponding
sequences and typically entail more irregular and expensive
memory accesses. We therefore focus on a simple cost model
for optimizing conciseness. The cost of a type node shall be
proportional to the number of words that must be stored to
process the node. This includes the node type (leaf, vec, idx,
idxbuc, struc), count, stride and (pointer to) sub-type as well
as a per-element cost for index, bucket size and (pointer to)
sub-type arrays.
=
=
=
=
=

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

related to representing and processing a node. We deﬁne
the cost of 
a type tree T as the additive cost of its nodes Ti :
cost(T ) = i cost(Ti ). Listing 2 gives a C-style structure
representing an idxbuc node. With this representation, the
constant cost of an idxbuc node is Kidxbuc = 4 (the arrays
of displacements and bucket sizes are covered by the perelement costs Kix and Kbucket ). The other constructors are
represented analogously.
We can now formally deﬁne the problem that we will
solve in the next section. We say that a type tree T represents
a type map M if Flatten(T, 0) = M .

case idxbuc
/* indexed bucket */
for i ← 0; i < T.c; i++ do
ix ← base + T.ix[i];
for j ← 0; j < T.a[i]; j++ do
Flatten (T.S, ix + j · T.s);

cost(leaf(b))
cost(vec(c, s, L))
cost(idx(c, . . .))
cost(idxbuc(c, . . .))
cost(struc(c, . . .))

enum kind = {leaf, vec, idx, idxbuc, struc};
struct {
kind kind ← idxbuc;
int c;
/* count
int s;
/* bucket stride
int ix[];
/* displacements
int a[];
/* bucket sizes
Typenode S;
/* sub-type
} Idxbuc;

A type map may have several least-cost type tree representations and thus an instance of the problem does not
necessarily have a unique solution.
IV. T HE ALGORITHM
We now present our polynomial-time algorithm for the
T YPE T REE R ECONSTRUCTION P ROBLEM.
Theorem 1. For any input type map M of length n, the MPI
T YPE T REE R ECONSTRUCTION P ROBLEM can be solved in
O(n4 ) time and O(n2 ) space.
P ROOF OUTLINE : We ﬁrst give a characterization of the
structure of optimal type trees (Lemma 1), which allows for
a simple and elegant procedure to solve the special case of
aligned type maps (Deﬁnition 4). The fundamental observation for the proof is that any type map of length greater
than one can be described by either a catenation of the same
kind of shorter type maps (and thus by either a vec, an idx
or an idxbuc constructor) or by a catenation of different,
but shorter type maps (and thus by the struc constructor).
In both cases, for an optimal description, the description of
the shorter type maps must likewise be optimal, and the
optimal sub-structure property (or dynamic programming

Kleaf
Kvec
Kidx + cKix
Kidxbuc + c(Kix + Kbucket )
Kstruc + c(Kix + Ktype )

The constants can be adjusted to reﬂect other overheads
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M [0, q − 1] of length q = n/c is repeated in M , S is
an optimal tree for M [0, q − 1] shifted by i0 and the
indices i0 , . . . , ic−1 are s.t. Flatten(T, 0) = M ; or
i0 , . . . , ic−1 , S),
4) T = idxbuc(c, s, a0 , . . . , ac−1
,c−1
where M [0, q − 1] is repeated i=0 ai times in M ,
S is an optimal tree for M [0, q − 1] shifted by i0 and
the indices i0 , . . . , ic−1 together with the bucket sizes
a0 , . . . , ac−1 are such that Flatten(T, 0) = M ; or
5) T = struc(c, i0 , . . . , ic−1 , S0 , . . . , Sc−1 ), where
the Sj for 0 ≤ j < c are optimal trees for some type
maps Lj which together with the indices i0 , . . . , ic−1
are such that Flatten(T, 0) = M .

principle) applies. This intuition is formalized in Lemma 2
and Lemma 3. Lemma 4 proves the claim for the special
case of aligned type maps, with a detailed procedure given
in Listing 4. Finally, Lemma 5 shows how to construct an
optimal type tree for any type map out of an optimal tree
representation of the aligned type map.
A segment of an n-element displacement sequence from
index i to index j is denoted by D[i, j] = di , di+1 , . . . ,
dj , 0 ≤ i ≤ j < n. A preﬁx of length q is the segment
D[0, q − 1]. Segments and preﬁxes are analogously deﬁned
for type signatures and a segment of a type map is deﬁned as
M [i, j] = (B[i, j], D[i, j]). Intuitively, a preﬁx is repeated
in a type map M if M is equal to the catenation of the preﬁx
at certain indices. Repeated preﬁxes allow to represent M
with the idx, idxbuc or vec constructors.

Deﬁnition 3 (Nice type tree). A nice type tree contains at
most one shifting node, which is the ﬁrst irregular node on
every root to leaf path.

Deﬁnition 2 (Repeated preﬁx, strided preﬁx). A repeated
preﬁx in a displacement sequence D of length n is a preﬁx
D[0, q − 1] of length q s.t. q is a divisor of n and for all i, j,
1 ≤ i < n/q, 0 ≤ j < q we have that D[j] − D[0] = D[iq +
j] − D[iq]. A strided preﬁx of length q additionally fulﬁlls
D[(i+1)q]−D[iq] = D[q]−D[0] for all i, 0 ≤ i < n/q −1,
where s = D[q] − D[0] is the stride of the repeated preﬁx.
A preﬁx B[0, q − 1] of a type signature B of length n is
repeated if q divides n and B[i] = B[i mod q], for all i,
0 ≤ i < n. A preﬁx M [0, q − 1] of a type map M = (B, D)
is repeated if the preﬁx B[0, q − 1] is repeated in B and
D[0, 1 − q] is repeated in D; if D[0, q − 1] is additionally a
strided preﬁx, M [0, q − 1] is a strided preﬁx of M .

Lemma 1. For any tree T representing a type map M , a
nice tree representation T̃ of M of equal cost exists.
Proof: A node is bad if it is a shifting node and it is
not the ﬁrst irregular node on every root to leaf path. Let
M be a ﬁxed type map and let T be a tree representing M
with a minimum number of bad nodes. We will show that
T is, in fact, nice.
Assume that a bad idx node (the proof is analogous for bad
idxbuc and struc nodes) NI = idx(c, i0 , . . . , ic−1 , . . . ) is
present in the k-th subtree of a struct node NS = struc(c ,
i0 , . . . , ik , . . . , ic −1 , . . .) s.t. there is no other shifting
node on the path from NI to NS . We can change NI to a
non-shifting idx node by subtracting its shift x = i0 from
all indices ij , for 0 ≤ j < c and adding x to the k-th index
ik of NS , i.e., ÑI = idx(c, 0, i1 − x, . . . , ic−1 − x, . . . )
and N˜S = struc(c , i0 , . . . , ik + x, . . . , ic −1 , . . .). The
resulting tree represents the same type map M but contains
one fewer bad node, and hence the existence of such a node
NI would contradict our choice of T . Hence there is no
struc node on the path from a bad node NI to the root
node. If this path contains an index node NI = NI , proceed
analogously to the previous case: ÑI = idx(c, 0, i1 −x, . . . ,
ic−1 −x, . . . ) and ÑI = idx(c , i0 +x, . . . , ic −1 +x, . . . ).
Again, the obtained tree represents M but contains one fewer
bad node, contradicting our original choice of T . The proof
is analogous for idxbuc nodes. Consequently, T does not
contain any bad nodes and thus must be a nice tree.

For a given type map M of length n and a given divisor
q of n, it can trivially be checked in O(n) time whether the
preﬁx of length q is repeated and strided in M . Although
more efﬁcient algorithms to ﬁnd all repeated and strided
preﬁxes exist [12], this approach sufﬁces for the purposes
of this paper.
We refer to the group of constructors that take an array
of indices, i.e., the idx, idxbuc and struc constructors, as
irregular constructors (or nodes). We call an irregular node
with ﬁrst index i0 = 0 a shifting node; x = i0 is called the
node’s shift. Adding a value x to all indices of an irregular
node T shifts the type map represented by the tree rooted
at T by x. As mentioned above, any type map M can be
described by either a catenation of the same, shorter type
map or by a catenation of different but shorter type maps.
Additionally, a representation via a leaf node is possible if
M is a trivial type map of length 1 with base type b0 and
displacement 0. In terms of type trees, this means that an
optimal tree T for a type map M = (B, D) is either
1) T = leaf(b0 ), a leaf node with base type b0 if M =
(b, 0); or
2) T = vec(c, s, S), where the preﬁx M [0, q−1] of length
q = n/c is strided in M with stride s and S is an
optimal type tree for M [0, q − 1]; or
3) T = idx(c, i0 , . . . , ic−1 , S), where the preﬁx

Corollary 1. Any optimal tree T contains at most one
irregular node with count 1, i.e., at most one idx or struc
node with c = 1 or an idxbuc node with c = 1 and a0 = 1.
Additionally, there is no other irregular node on the path
from this node to the root node.
Proof: Assume that T contains two index nodes with
count 1. In a cost-equivalent nice tree representation T̃ ,
at least one of the corresponding index nodes is Ñ =
idx(1, 0, S) with some sub-type S, since the two idx nodes
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are either on one root to leaf path in T or in two disjoint subtrees (and thus descendants of a struc node). The type tree
rooted at Ñ represents exactly the same type map as its subtype S. Thus a representation of smaller cost exists, which
contradicts the assumption that T is optimal. The proof is
analogous for any pair of two irregular nodes with count 1
and, for idxbuc nodes, bucket size a0 = 1.

Listing 3: Least-cost type tree for an aligned type map
with an idx, idxbuc or vec node as root node.
1 Function Repetition(B, D, n)
2
Tr ← null;
3
foreach divisor q of n, q < n do
4
c ← n/q;
5
if preﬁx of length q repeated in (B,D) then
6
/* Representation via idx
*/
7
for i ← 0; i < c; i++ do ix[i] ← D[iq] ;
8
Tidx ← idx(c, ix, T0,q−1 );
9
Tr ← Min (Tidx , Tr );
10
/* Representation via idxbuc */
11
E ← {D[iq] − D[(i − 1)q] | 1 ≤ i < n/q};
12
sort E;
13
s ← most frequently occurring item in E;
14
ix[0] ← D[0]; a[0] ← 1; j ← 0;
15
for i ← 0; i < n/q; i++ do
16
if D[iq] − D[(i − 1)q] = s then a[j]++
else j++; ix[iq] ← D[iq]; a[j] ← 1;

Deﬁnition 4. A type map or displacement sequence is
aligned if D[0] = 0.
Any displacement sequence can be aligned by setting
D[i] = D[i] − D[0] for all i, 0 ≤ i < n.
Corollary 2. An optimal tree for an aligned type map does
not contain any shifting nodes or nodes with count 1.
Proof: It follows directly from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 that there exists an optimal tree T for the type map
M which does not contain any shifting nodes. Note that a
vec or non-shifting idx, idxbuc or struc node with count
1 represents the same type map as the node’s sub-type.
Removing such nodes from a tree reduces the cost while
not changing the represented type map and thus no such
node can be part of an optimal tree.
Observe that since there are no shifting nodes in an
optimal tree T for an aligned type map, any subtree of T
represents an aligned segment of M . In the following, we
will use Ti,j to denote an optimal tree representation for the
aligned segment M [i, j] of M , which is also called a subproblem. For convenience, we deﬁne the function Min(S, T )
which for two trees S and T returns the one with least
cost (if either is null, the other is returned). The cost of a
tree can trivially be computed by a simple traversal. In our
bottom-up construction, we keep for each node the cost of
the subtree rooted at that node, such that the cost of a tree
can be queried in constant time.
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20
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Tidxbuc ← idxbuc(j + 1, s, a, ix, T0,q−1 );
Tr ← Min (Tidxbuc , Tr );
/* Representation via vec
*/
if preﬁx of length q strided in (B, D) then
s ← D[q] − D[0];
Tvec ← vec(c, s, T0,q−1 );
Tr ← Min (Tvec , Tr );
return Tr ;

Representations with an idxbuc node as the root node also
require a repeated preﬁx, but ﬁnding the most cost-efﬁcient
one is more involved. For each possible bucket stride, the
number of buckets that this stride gives rise to has to be
counted. The stride s leading to a smallest number of buckets
is a candidate for the representation of M via an idxbuc
node. Observe that each i with D[i + 1] − D[i] = s joins
two s-strided segments D[j, i] and D[i + 1, k] into one
bucket starting at index j. Therefore, the stride that occurs
most often in the stride sequence S[i] = D[i + 1] − D[i],
0 ≤ i < n − 1 leads to the smallest number of buckets. To
count the number of occurrences of each stride, we either
sort S or count by hashing during the scan of D. Let s
be the stride with the most occurrences. A ﬁnal scan of
D sufﬁces to compute the start indices and sizes of the
buckets with stride s. The cost of this representation is
Kidxbuc + c(Kbucket + Kix ) + cost(T0,q−1 ). Due to Corollary 2, nodes with count 1 cannot be part of a least-cost
representation of the desired form and thus need not be
considered.
The number of divisors of n is upper-bounded
√
by 2 n and, by assumption, optimal representations T0,j
for all sub-problems M [0, j] with j ≤ n/2 are known,
which implies the claimed runtime bound.

Lemma 2. Let M be any aligned type map of length n and
assume that optimal tree representations T0,j are known for
all sub-problems of length less than or equal to n/2, i.e.,
for all aligned segments M [0, j] with j + 1 ≤ n/2. A
representation Tr , where the root node of Tr is either an
idx, an idxbuc or a vec node and Tr is of least cost w.r.t.
all possible
√ representations of that form, can be computed
in O(n n log n) time, if such a representation exists.
Proof: Listing 3 enumerates all possible representations of the desired form and chooses the one with
least cost among them. Representations via idx and vec
nodes are easy to construct: Given a type map M of
length n and a divisor q of n, M can be presented as
idx(n/q, D[0], D[q], . . . , , T0,q−1 ) if the preﬁx M [0, q − 1]
is repeated in M . If the preﬁx is additionally strided, M can
alternatively be represented as vec(n/q, D[q]−D[0], T0,q−1 ).
The cost of these two representations is Kidx + n/q ·
Kix + cost(T0,q−1 ) and Kvec + cost(T0,q−1 ) respectively.
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Lemma 3. Let M be any aligned type map of length n and
assume that optimal tree representations Ti,j are known for
all sub-problems of length strictly less than n, i.e., for all
aligned segments M [i, j] with j −i+1 < n. A representation
Ts , where the root node of Ts is a struc node and Ts is of
least cost w.r.t. to all possible representations of that form,
can be computed in O(n2 ) time.

Listing 4: Computing an optimal type tree for an aligned
type map.
1
2
3
4
5

Proof: Construct a weighted, directed acyclic graph
G = (V, E, w) with V = {v0 , . . . , vn }, E = {(vi , vj ) | 0 ≤
i < j ≤ n, j − i < n}. The weight for each edge (vi , vj ) in
E is deﬁned to be w(vi , vj ) = Kix + Ktype + cost(Ti,j−1 ).
The intended meaning of this construction is as follows.
A node vi corresponds to the i-th base type/displacement
pair of M (vn is a special vertex that corresponds to the
hypothetical ﬁrst element after the end of M ). An edge
(vi , vj ) with i < j corresponds to the aligned segment
M [i, j − 1]. The weight of an edge (vi , vj ) is equal to the
cost of the optimal representation Ti,j−1 of the sub-problem
M [i, j − 1] (which exists by the assumption) plus a cost of
Kix + Ktype for including this representation as a sub-type
in a struc node. The edge (v0 , vn ), which is not part of the
constructed graph, can be thought of as corresponding to the
type tree T0,n−1 , i.e., the optimal type tree representation of
M that we want to compute.
Let P = v0 , u1 , . . . , uk , vn  be a shortest path in G
from v0 to vn with ui ∈ V for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then
the tree struc(k + 1, D[0], D[u1 ], . . . , D[uk ], T0,u1 −1 ,
Tu1 ,u2 −1 , . . . , Tuk ,n−1 ) represents M . By construction, for
any possible representation of M of the desired form, a
corresponding path from v0 to vn exists and thus a shortest
path represents the desired least-cost solution. Given P ,
this representation can be constructed in linear time, since
optimal representations for all required sub-problems are
known by the assumption. The resulting graph is a topo− 1 edges, in which the
logically sorted DAG with n−1
2
single source shortest path (SSSP) problem can be solved in
O(|V | + |E|) [14], i.e., in O(n2 ) steps.
We can now give the complete dynamic programming
algorithm (Listing 4) for constructing optimal trees for
aligned type maps. Due to Lemma 1, it sufﬁces to construct
an optimal nice tree, which according to Corollary 2 cannot
contain any shifting nodes nor any nodes with count 1.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
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23
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26

Function Typetree(B, D, n)
G = ({v0 , . . . , vn }, ∅);
/* All sub-problems of length 1
*/
for i ← 0; i < n; i++ do
Ti,i ← leaf(B[i]);
wi,i+1 ← Kix + Ktype + Kleaf ;
add edge (vi , vi+1 ) with Ti,i and wi,i+1 to G;
/* Solutions for all subproblems */
for l ← 2; l ≤ n; l++ do
for i ← 0; i ≤ n − l; i++ do
j ← i + l − 1;
/* Compute optimal tree for
aligned segment M [i, j] of
length l
*/
for k ← 0; k < l; k++ do
D [k] ← D[i + k] − D[i];
/* Representation with idx,
idxbuc or vec node as root */
Tr ← Repetition (B[i, j], D , l, i);
Ti,j ← Min (Tr , Ti,j );
/* Representation with struc
node as root
*/
Find shortest path P from vi to vj+1 in G;
Assume P = vi , u1 , . . . uk , vj ;
ix ← 0, D [u1 ], . . . , D [uk ];
S ← Tvi ,u1 −1 , Tu1 ,u2 −1 , . . . , Tuk ,vj−1 ;
Ts ← struc(k + 1, ix, S);
Ti,j ← Min (Ts , Ti,j );
Add edge (vi , vj+1 ) with representation Ti,j
and weight Kix + Ktype + cost(Ti,j ) to G;
return T0,n−1 ;

sub-problem of length 1. An aligned type map of length
1 is of the form (b0 , 0), and is optimally represented
as leaf(b0 ). It then computes optimal tree representations
for all aligned segments of M , via a bottom up dynamic
programming approach. The dynamic programming table to
be ﬁlled in is implicit in the graph G, where each subproblem M [i, j] is associated with an edge (vi , vj+1 ). After
the preprocessing step, solutions for all sub-problems of
length 1 are known. By incrementally computing optimal
representations for all sub-problems of length 2, . . . , n, it is
ensured that Lemmas 2 and 3 can be applied to compute
an optimal representation for each sub-problem as follows.
First, a sub-problem M [i, i + l − 1] of length l is extracted
by aligning the corresponding type map segment. A tree
Tr , whose root node is either an idx, an idxbuc or a vec
node, and a tree Ts , whose root node is a struc node, are
computed. Both are of least cost w.r.t. all tree representations

Lemma 4. For any aligned type map M of length n, the
T YPE T REE R ECONSTRUCTION P ROBLEM can be solved in
O(n4 ) time and O(n2 ) space.
Proof: The input to the algorithm is an aligned type
map M = (B, D) of length n. The algorithm computes
an optimal tree Ti,j for each aligned segment M [i, j], 0 ≤
i ≤ j < n, which is stored with edge (vi , vj+1 ) in the
constructed graph G. The solution for the whole input type
map M can be read off of the edge (v0 , vn ).
The algorithm ﬁrst constructs an optimal solution for each
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of the preﬁx is known. The parameters of a struc node
associated with an edge (vi , vj ) can be reconstructed by
again computing the shortest path from node vi to vj as
done in Lemma 3. This reconstruction step does not change
the asymptotic runtime bound. The space required for each
edge is O(1), from which the claimed O(n2 ) space upper
bound follows directly.
In the following, we show how the algorithm in Listing 4
can be applied to general (non-aligned) type maps.

of the desired form. The optimal tree for a sub-problem
M [i, i + l − 1] is therefore either Tr or Ts .
To compute Tr , a small, technical extension of Listing 3
for ﬁnding representations via idx, idxbuc or vec nodes
is necessary. The procedure requires access to optimal
representations of the preﬁxes of the argument type map
M = (B, D). However, in the general case, the passed type
map is a segment of the input type map M and its preﬁxes
start at index i. To account for this, we pass an additional
argument o representing the offset of the segment within
the input type map M (i.e., for a segment M [i, j], we have
o = i), and in lines 9, 25 and 30 replace the argument T0,q−1
with To,o+q−1 .
When computing Ts , in Listing 4 we do not need to
construct a new graph for each sub-problem when computing
its representation Ts . Instead, a single dynamic, incrementally built graph G sufﬁces for all sub-problems of M . By
construction, when computing the desired representation for
a sub-problem M [i, i + l − 1], G contains edges representing
optimal representations for all sub-problems of length less
than l (and possibly some edges representing solutions for
sub-problems of length l). A shortest path from node vi
to vi+l in G therefore leads to the same representation as
the one constructed by Lemma 3. To ﬁnd such a shortest
path, for each sub-problem M [i, i + l − 1] of length l, an
SSSP on a weighted DAG with l + 1 nodes and O(l2 ) edges
has to be solved. To compute the desired representations
for all sub-problems of length l, a shortest path must be
computed for each of the n + 1 − l node pairs (vi , vi+l ), for
0≤ i ≤ n + 1 − l. The total time is thus upper bounded by
n+1 2
4
l=1 l (n + 1 − l), which is O(n ).
The algorithm constructs a graph with O(n2 ) edges,
where a tree Ti,j , representing the solution for the subproblem M [i, j], is associated with each edge (vi , vj ). Note
that for each edge (vi , vj ) it sufﬁces to store the root node
of the associated tree Ti,j plus pointers to its child nodes,
which are already stored with the respective edges. To meet
the desired space bound, only a constant amount of space
may be used by each edge and associated tree. This is
trivially true for leaf and vec nodes: Apart from one word
indicating the node’s kind, only (a pointer to) the base type
b needs to be stored. For vec nodes, two integer values
and one pointer to the child node are required in addition
to the node’s kind. However, irregular nodes may require
Ω(n) space in the worst case, e.g., if struc(n, D, B) is the
optimal representation of M . We employ a standard trick
often used in dynamic programming algorithms and store
for each node only the information required to reconstruct
the full solution once the algorithm has terminated. If for an
idx node the count c is known, the full idx node is easily
derived as idx(c, D[0], D[q], . . . , D[(c − 1)q], T0,q−1 ) with
q = n/c. For idxbuc nodes, only (a pointer to) the sub-type
Ti,j is required, since all parameters are derivable by the
same approach as used in Listing 3 if the length q = j −i+1

Corollary 3. For any optimal nice tree with an irregular
node N with count 1, i.e., a node N = idx(1, i0 , . . . ), N =
idxbuc(1, s, 1, i0 , . . . ), or N = struc(1, i0 , . . .), a
representation T  of equal cost s.t. N is the root node of
T  exists.
Proof: Due to Corollary 1, there is no idx, idxbuc or
struc node on the path from N to the root and thus N shifts
the type map represented by T by i0 . This shift can be
represented equivalently by removing N from the tree and
adding a new root node to represent the shift, i.e., by letting
T  = idx(1, i0 , T \ N ) for an index node N .
Corollary 4. The height of an optimal tree is O(log2 n).
Proof: It is easy to see that an optimal tree does not
contain two consecutive struc nodes, as they can always
be merged into one at smaller cost. For any tree T that
represents a type map of length n, a tree idx(c, . . ., T )
or vec(c, . . . , T ) with c ≥ 2 represents a type map of
length at least 2n. The same holds for a tree of the form
idxbuc(c, . . . , a0 , . . ., T ) with c > 1 or a0 > 1. Let P
be a maximum-length path from a leaf to the root of an
arbitrary optimal tree. Since any optimal tree contains at
most one irregular node with count c = 1 (Corollary 1) and
no vec nodes with c = 1, the length of the represented type
map at least doubles with at least every other node on P .
Lemma 5. Given optimal trees Ti,j for all sub-problems
M [i, j] of a type map M , an optimal tree representing M
can be computed in O(n2 ) time and O(n) space.
Proof: By Lemma 1, for any optimal tree T a costequivalent nice tree T̃ representing the same type map M
exists and it therefore sufﬁces to ﬁnd an optimal nice tree
representation T̃ for M . By assumption, an optimal nice tree
representation T = T0,n−1 for the aligned type map exists.
To construct T̃ , ﬁnd the ﬁrst node N on any root to leaf path
in T that is either an idx, idxbuc or a struc node and add
the displacement sequence’s shift x = D[0] to the indices
of this node, i.e., if N = idx(c, i0 , . . . , ic−1 , S) in T , set
Ñ = idx(c, i0 + x, . . . , ic−1 + x, S) in T̃ and analogously
for the case of N being an idxbuc or a struc node. Since
the height of an optimal tree is O(log n), and the array of
indices of a node is at most of length n, this step is feasible
in linear time. Note that T̃ has the same cost as T and thus
is an optimal tree representation for M .
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struc(2, 0, 300)

If such a node does not exist, it follows from Lemma 1
and Corollary 3 that the optimal solution is either
• T̃ = idx(n/q, . . ., T0,q−1 ) or T̃ = idxbuc(c, s, . . .,
. . ., T0,q−1 ) for some divisor q of n, if the preﬁx of
length q is repeated in M , or
• T̃ = struc(c, . . ., T0 , . . . , Tc−1 ) for some c, 1 ≤
c ≤ n.
Due to the general cost model, the trivial representations
with preﬁxes of length 1 and n need to be checked for all
three constructors. Since solutions for all sub-problems are
already known, this construction is feasible in O(n2 ) time
and O(n) space by the same steps as used in Listings 3
and 4.
Proof of Theorem 1: The T YPE T REE R ECONSTRUC TION P ROBLEM for a type map M of length n can be solved
by computing an optimal tree representation for the aligned
type map (Lemma 4) and the post-processing step given in
Lemma 5. The claimed space and time bounds follow.

vec(2, 150)

idx(20, X)

struc(2, 0, 110)

leaf(MPI_INT)

idx(20, X)

leaf(MPI_INT)

leaf(MPI_INT)
Figure 3: An unfolding of an optimal type DAG representing
type map M ; X is an arbitrary displacement sequence of
length 20 over 0, 1, . . . , 99. In the type DAG, the subtrees
rooted at idx(20, X) only contribute to the cost function
once. Notice that the subtree rooted at struc(2, 0, 300) is
not a least-cost type tree representation of the represented
type map segment, as it can be represented with less cost as
idx(21, X, 110, leaf(MPI_INT)).

V. T YPE RECONSTRUCTION INTO DAG S
A type tree describing some given type map may have
multiple instances of the same sub-tree. In this case, an
even more concise representation would result by folding
the tree into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with only one
node for each occurrence of some sub-tree.
Type DAGs represent type maps by the same ﬂattening
procedure as shown in Listing 1 for trees. Each path from
the root node in the type DAG to a leaf is traversed in order
to generate the corresponding type map, and the processing
of type DAGs would be similar to processing type trees. A
type DAG can easily be unfolded into an equivalent type
tree. With the same additive cost model (cost of a DAG
is the sum of the costs of the nodes in the DAG), the
MPI type DAG reconstruction problem is to ﬁnd the leastcost DAG representing the given type map. Our algorithm
for constructing optimal type tree representations does not
work in this case. One crucial problem is that the best
representation for a type map segment in a DAG no longer
needs to be locally optimal, since cost savings may be
achieved by reusing this node in other parts of the DAG, i.e.,
the dynamic programming principle does not apply. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Also the shortest path computation no
longer correctly accounts for the costs under reuse of nodes.
The type tree constructed by unfolding a cost-optimal DAG
is not necessarily a cost-optimal tree, and conversely, the
DAG obtained by folding a given, cost-optimal type tree is
not necessarily a cost-optimal DAG. This is a fundamental
problem for our approach to handling type trees. New ideas
are needed to solve the type DAG reconstruction problem.

derived datatype tree. Since any data layout can be represented as a single struc node with the whole displacement
sequence as index sequence and the sequence of base
types as sub-types, type reconstruction is a special case
of type normalization. Normalization is the problem that
compiler or MPI library implementers are typically faced
with: application data structures described as trees are given
by the programmer, and an internal, optimal representation
is to be constructed by the programming system. The trivial
solution is to ﬂatten the given type tree and perform type
reconstruction on the resulting type map. Since the length of
the resulting type map is not bounded by the total length of
the index sequences of the tree, this is highly undesirable.
We would like a procedure where the complexity can be
bounded by the size of the type tree.
As shown in [6], if the set of constructors excludes the
struc constructor, it is possible to perform type normalization
by only rechecking optimality of the idx nodes. When
the struc constructor is included, arbitrarily more concise
representations are possible as shown in Fig. 2. Optimality
of a sub-tree that does not use the struc constructor therefore
does not imply optimality when the struc constructor is
allowed. It is therefore necessary to perform type reconstruction on the ﬂattened input type tree.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The main result of this paper is that the MPI T YPE
T REE R ECONSTRUCTION P ROBLEM is actually solvable
in polynomial time. However, an O(n4 ) algorithm is not
useful for larger values of n, as might be the case in some
applications where n could be proportional to the number
of MPI processes. Our bottom-up dynamic programming
algorithm performs a considerable amount of redundant

VI. T YPE NORMALIZATION PROBLEMS
The type normalization problem subsumes the type reconstruction problem that we have considered so far. Type
normalization asks to improve the cost of an already given
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checking for (strided) repetitions in type map segments. An
asymptotically more efﬁcient algorithm is likely to exist.
Whether an exact, practically efﬁcient algorithm for the full
problem is possible, we do not know at the point of writing.
Restricting the power of the constructors can permit more
efﬁcient algorithms. As shown in [12], if only leaf, vec
and idx nodes are allowed, then the type reconstruction
problem for type maps of length n can be solved in
O(n log n/ log log n) time steps. However, the resulting restricted trees can and often will be more costly, as shown
in Fig. 2. The high complexity of our algorithm is caused
by the unbounded branching constructor node struc. An
alternative would be to look for low-complexity approximation algorithms with provable approximation guarantees. Or,
even weaker, for heuristics that perhaps work well for the
intended application cases. This reﬂects the state in current
MPI libraries.
As discussed, type trees can be represented more concisely as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). To the best of
our knowledge, it is still open whether a cost-optimal DAG
representation for an arbitrary type map can likewise be
constructed in polynomial time.
A related problem is the following. Given two type maps
of the same length, construct a least-cost tree (or DAG)
representing a mapping between the two type maps. Such a
tree (DAG) has uses when copying between different data
layouts; this arises, e.g., in matrix transposition. In the MPI
context this operation has been called transpacking [15],
[16]. Our dynamic programming algorithm may extend to
this case as well.
We believe that the derived datatype idea is applicable
beyond MPI in a much wider context of (parallel) programming interfaces and languages (e.g., for deep copying of
statically deﬁned structures), and that the type normalization
and reconstruction problems as deﬁned here have relevance
beyond the MPI context.
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